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Abstract
We investigate the transformation and the preservation of XML referential constraints in XML
data transformation for integration purposes in this paper. In the transformation and the preservation, we consider XML inclusion dependencies and XML foreign keys. We show how XML
referential constraints should be transformed and preserved using important transformation operators with sufficient conditions.

1. Introduction
Transformation of schema with its conforming data is an important task in many data intensive
activities such as data integration [3, 4] and data warehousing [1]. In recent days, XML [16]
is widely used data representation and storage format over the web and hence the task of XML
data transformation [2, 15] for integration purposes is getting much importance to the database
researchers and developers. In XML data transformation, a source schema with its conforming
data is transformed to the target schema. An XML source schema is often defined with referential integrity constraints [5, 6, 7, 8] such as XML inclusion dependency [9, 10] and foreign key
[11]. Thus, in transforming schema and its data, referential integrity constraints can also be transformed. There is also a need to see whether constraints are preserved [13, 14] by the transformed
data at the target schema.
We illustrate our research problems with following simple motivating examples.
Example 1. Consider the DTD D1 in Fig.1(a) that describes the enrolled students(sid) of
different courses(cid) and the students who has project in the department. Now consider the
XML key [12] k1 (dept, {enroll/sid}) on D1 . We say dept is the selector and enroll/sid is the
f ield of key. We also say that the key is valid on D1 because it follows the path of the DTD. The
meaning of the key is that under dept, all values for the element sid are distinct. Also, consider
the XML inclusion dependency (XID) [11] Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) on D1
meaning that the students who have project must be enrolled students. We see that both key and
inclusion dependency are satisfied by the document T1 in Fig.1(b). In case of key, the values of the
element sid in dept are (v3 : sid : 009), (v5 : sid : 001) and (v8 : sid : 007) are value distinct.
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For inclusion dependency, for every values of sid in project, there is a value for sid in enroll.
Now consider the XML foreign key (XFK) [11] z1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) on
D1 . We see that the foreign key is also satisfied because both key and inclusion dependency are
satisfied. Note that the DTD D1 also conforms to the document T1 .
Now we transform the DTD D1 and its conforming document T1 to the DTD D2 in Fig.2(a)
and the document T2 in Fig.2(b). In transformation, we use a new element stud to push down
the structure (sid, cid∗ ). We term this transformation as expand. Now we want to know whether
the key k1 (dept, {enroll/sid}) and XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) need any
transformation and thus whether they are valid after transformation. We observe that the paths of
both key and XID need transformation as a new element stud is added in the DTD.
vr :dept
v1 :enroll

<!ELEM EN T dept(enroll, project) >
<!ELEM EN T enroll(sid, cid∗ )+ >
<!ELEM EN T project(sid+ ) >

v3 :
sid
009

v4 :
cid
CS403

v2 :project

v6 :
cid
CS409

v5 :
sid
001

(a) DTD D1

v7 :
cid
CS308

v8 :
sid
007

v9 :
sid
009

v10 :
sid
001

(b) Tree T1

Figure 1. Source

We transform k1 to k2 (dept, {enroll/stud/sid}) adding new element stud in the middle of
f ield. In similar way, we transform Υ1 to Υ2 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/stud/sid})).
We see that both k2 and Υ2 are valid on the DTD D2 because they follow the path of D2 . As
both key and XID are transformed and valid, we transform the XFK z1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆
{enroll/sid})) to z2 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/stud/sid})) which is also valid on D2 .
vr :dept
v1 :enroll
v3 :stud

<!ELEM EN T
<!ELEM EN T
<!ELEM EN T
<!ELEM EN T

dept(enroll, project) >
enroll(stud+ ) >
stud(sid, cid∗ ) >
project(sid+ ) >

v8 :
sid
009

v9 :
cid
CS403

v4 :stud
v10 :
sid
001

(a) DTD D2

v11:
cid
CS409

v2 :project
v5 :stud
v12 :
cid
CS308

v13 :
sid
007

v6 :
sid
009

v7 :
sid
001

(b) Tree T2

Figure 2. Target

Observation 1.Transformation of key, XID and XFK needs to be determined when the DTD is
transformed.
Example 2.In the previous example, we showed how to transform key, XID and thus XFK. In
this example, we show that though key, XID or XFK are transformed, as key is not preserved so
XFK is also not preserved. By key preservation, we mean that if a key is satisfied by the document,
after the transformation, the transformed key is also satisfied by the transformed document. Same
is with the XID and XFK preservations.
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Consider the DTD D1 in Fig.1(a) and its conforming document T1 in Fig.1(b). We want to
transform D1 and T1 to D3 in Fig.3(a) and T3 in Fig.3(b). We see that in D1 , the courses are
nested with each student. In transformation, we distribute the course id cid with student id
sid. We term this transformation as unnest. After the transformation, we see that there is no
change of paths in the DTD and thus there is no need to change the key k1 (dept, {enroll/sid}),
the XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) or the XFK z1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆
{enroll/sid})). Now we want to see whether the key, the XID or the XFK is preserved.
vr :dept
v1 :enroll

<!ELEM EN T dept(enroll, project) >
<!ELEM EN T enroll(sid, cid? )+ >
<!ELEM EN T project(sid+ ) >

v3 :
sid
009

v4 :
cid
CS403

v5 :
sid
001

v6 :
cid
CS409

v2 :project
v7 :
sid
001

v8 :
cid
CS308

v9 :
sid
007

v10 :
sid
009

v11 :
sid
001

duplicate

(a) DTD D3

(b) Tree T3

Figure 3. Target

We observe that the key k1 (dept, {enroll/sid})(we can say k3 (dept, {enroll/sid}) because
it is now on the DTD D3 ) is not satisfied by the transformed document T3 because there there are
two values (v5 : sid : 001) and (v7 : sid : 001) for the element sid under node v1 : enroll which
are not distinct. However, the XID Υ1 (we can say Υ3 ) is preserved. As the key is not preserved,
so the XFK z1 (we can say z3 ) is also not preserved.
Observation 2.The XFK may not be preserved after the transformation.
While addressing the problem, we consider the following contributions. First, we define the
XML foreign key(XFK) and XML Inclusion Dependency (XID) on the XML Document Type
Definition (DTD) [16] and their satisfactions using a novel concept called tuple. Second, we
show the transformation on the definition of XFK and XID using basic transformation operations.
We also check whether the transformation makes the transformed XFKs and XIDs valid. Last, we
study whether the transformed XIDs and XFKs are preserved by the transformed XML documents
using important operators with sufficient conditions.

2. Transformation on Referential Integrity Constraints
In this section, we study the transformation on XID and XFK. For detailed definitions of XID
and XFK, we refer our research in[11, 12]. Given a DTD D and a document T such that T conforms to D as T bD, a transformation τ transforms D to D̄ and T to T̄ , denoted by τ (D, T ) →
(D̄, T̄ ). The problem whether T̄ conforms to D̄ was investigated in [15]. We investigate how
the transformation affects the properties of an XID Υ defined on D. More formally, given D, T ,
Υ and a transformation τ such that Υ@D ∧ T bD ∧ T ≺ Υ, and τ (D, T, Υ) → (D̄, T̄ , Ῡ)), we
would like to know what Ῡ is, whether Ῡ is valid on D̄, and whether T̄ satisfies Ῡ.

2.1. Transformation on XID
We now define the transformation of XID. In defining the transformation, we need to refer to
the DTD type structure g and the paths w of an XID. For space reason, we refer to the research
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in[15] for detailed definitions on DTD structure and transformation operations.
Transformation on XID using Rename Operator. The rename operators changes the element name with a new element name. As the path on the DTD is changed using rename operator,
the XID defined on the DTD is also transformed. Formally, let w = e1 / · · · /ek /ek+1 / · · · /em .
If the transformation τ = rename(ek , ēk ), then τ (w) = w̄ = e1 / · · · /ēk /ek+1 / · · · /em .
For example, consider the XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) on the DTD D1
in Fig.1(a). If we use rename(sid, studentID), then the path P and the path R are transformed
and the XID is transformed to Ῡ1 (dept, ({project/studentID} ⊆ {enroll/studentID})).
Transformation on XID using Expand Operator. Let w = e1 /· · ·/ek−1 /ek /ek+1 /· · ·/em
be a key path, g be the target of the transformation in β(ek−1 ) and ek ∈ g (thus ek ∈ β(ek−1 ) too),
and τ = expand(g, enew ) be the operator that pushes g one level away from the root. The operator
τ transforms w = e1 /· · ·/ek−1 /ek /ek+1 /· · ·/em to a few cases depending on whether τ adds to
the end of Q (i.e., w = Q and m = k − 1) and whether, in case of appending to the end of Q, all
P paths and R paths are pushed down (i.e. ∀ w ∈ P (beg(w) ∈ g) and ∀ w ∈ R(beg(w) ∈ g)). A
path is said pushed down means that a new element is added to the beginning of the path.
(1) If w is a dependent P path or w is a referenced R path or w is the selector Q path and m >
(k−1) (τ is not adding to the end of Q), then τ (w) → w̄ = e1 /· · ·/ek−1 /enew /ek /ek+1 /· · ·
/em .
This case is described in Fig.4 using Case 1. In Case 1(a), w = Q and the new element enew
is added between ek−1 and ek in path w. In Case 1(b), w = Pi and enew added between
ek−1 and ek in path w. Similarly, In Case 1(c), w = Ri and enew added between ek−1 and
ek in path w.
(2) If w is the Q path and m = (k − 1) and ∀ w ∈ P (beg(w) ∈ g) ∧ ∀ w ∈ R(beg(w) ∈ g),
then
(1) Option 1: Q̄ = Q/enew and ∀ w ∈ P (w̄ = w) and ∀ w ∈ R(w̄ = w).
This is shown in Case 2(option 1) of Fig. 4 where w = Q and enew is added at the
end of Q and all P paths and R paths are not changed.
(2) Option 2: Q̄ = Q and ∀ w ∈ P (w̄ = enew /w) and ∀ w ∈ R(w̄ = enew /w).
This case corresponds to Case 2(option 2) of Fig. 4 where w = Q and enew is added
at the beginning of all P paths and R paths.
Both options represent reasonable semantics. The choosing from the two options is determined by the user.
(3) (a) If last(Q) = ek−1 ∧ ∃ w ∈ P (beg(w) 6∈ g), then Q̄ = Q and ∀ w ∈ P ( if beg(w) =
ek then w̄ = enew /w else w̄ = w). This case is shown in Case 3(a) of Fig. 4 where
enew is added at the beginning of some P paths.
(b) If last(Q) = ek−1 ∧ ∃ w ∈ R(beg(w) 6∈ g), then Q̄ = Q and ∀ w ∈ R ( if beg(w) =
ek then w̄ = enew /w else w̄ = w). This case is shown in Case 3(b) of Fig. 4 where
enew is added at the beginning of some R paths.
For example, consider the XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) on the DTD D1 in
Fig.1(a). Now if we use expand([sid×cid∗ ], stud), then the path on R is only transformed and
the transformed XID is Ῡ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/stud/sid})) which is valid on the
DTD D2 in Fig.2(a). In this case, the Case 1(c) in Fig.4 is used in transformation.
Now consider another transformation expand([enroll×project], courseDB), then we have
two options to transform the XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})).
In first option(using Case 2 and option 1 in Fig.4), we transform the selector by adding the
new element courseDB at the end of path dept as dept/courseDB and the transformed XID is
Ῡ1 (dept/courseDB, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})). In second option(using Case 2 and op-
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enew
ek

R1
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Case 3(b)

Figure 4. Transformation on XID using expand operation

tion 2 in Fig.4), we transform both P path project/sid and R path enroll/sid by adding the new
element in the beginning and the transformed XID is Ῡ1 (dept, ({courseDB/project/sid} ⊆
{courseDB/enroll/sid})).
Transformation on XID using Collapse Operator. If ek+1 ∈ β(ek ) and τ = collapse(ek ),
then any path w = e1 /· · ·/ek−1 /ek /ek+1 /· · ·/em where (k − 1) ≥ 1 is transformed as τ (w) →
w̄ = e1 /· · ·/ek−1 /ek+1 /· · ·/em . We note that collapse(ek ) is not applicable if β(ek ) = Str and
ek = ρ where ρ is the root.
Theorem 2.1 In XID Υ(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) transformation, Q, or P , or R can
be transformed, but not Q, P or Q, R are not transformed together.
Theorem 2.2 Let τ be a transformation defined above such that τ (Υ) = Ῡ. Then Ῡ is valid on
D̄, denoted as Ῡ @ D̄.

2.2. Transformation on XFK
As we already mentioned earlier that the XFK z(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) is defined using XID Υ(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) and XML key k(Q, {R1 , · · · , Rn }),
thus in transforming the XFK, we use the rules of transformation on XID described in the previous subsection and we need to know whether there is a need to transform the key as result of
XID transformation. We see that in both XID Υ(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) and XML
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key k(Q, {R1 , · · · , Rn }), the selector path Q and the dependent paths R1 , · · · , Rn are the same.
Thus the rules of transformations on XML key are the same as the rules of transformations on
XID except the transformations on the paths of P .
For example, consider the XFK z1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})) on the DTD
D1 in Fig.1(a). If we use the transformation expand([enroll×project], courseDB), then we
transform the XID Υ1 (dept, ({project/sid} ⊆ {enroll/sid})). We also need to transform the
key k1 (dept, {enroll/sid}). In this case, we have two options like XID transformation. In
option 1, we transform as k̄1 (dept/courseDB, {enroll/sid}). In option 2, we transform as
k̄1 (dept, {courseDB/enroll/sid}).
Theorem 2.3 For the XFK z(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) where the XID is Υ(Q, ({P1 ,
· · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) and the key is k(Q, {R1 , · · · , Rn }), Q of both key and XID can be
transformed or R of both key and XID can be transformed or P of XID can be transformed.
Theorem 2.4 Let τ be a transformation defined above such that τ (z) = z̄. Then z̄ is valid on
D̄, denoted as z̄ @ D̄.

3. Preservation of XML Referential Integrity Constraints
First, we investigate how a transformation affects the satisfaction of transformed XID. More
specifically, given τ (D, T, Υ) → (D̄, T̄ , Ῡ) ∧ Ῡ@ D̄, we investigate whether T̄ satisfies Ῡ as
T̄ ≺ Ῡ.
Definition 3.1 (XID Preservation) Given the transformations on D, T, Υ as τ (D, T, Υ)
→ (D̄, T̄ , Ῡ) ∧ Ῡ@ D̄, if T ≺ k and T̄ ≺ Ῡ, we say that Υ is preserved by the transformation τ . ¤

3.1. Preservation of XID
We now recall the definition of XID Υ(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) satisfaction which
requires that for every P-tuple, there must have a R-tuple under the selector node Q. Thus when
we check the preservation of XID, we need to check whether the condition of the XID satisfaction
is violated when the document is transformed.
Preservation of XID using Rename operation. The rename operator only changes the element name with a new element name in DTD. Thus the path involving the element name to be
renamed is also transformed and as a result, XID is also transformed. But the P-tuple or R-tuple
is not changed. Also there is no deletion of either P-tuple of R-tuple. So the transformed XID is
satisfied by the transformed document.
Preservation of XID using U nN est and N est operation.The unnest operator transforms
the nested structure of a document to the flat structure. In this case,we recall the example where
the source tree T = (ρ(A : 1)(B : 2)(B : 3)(A : 4)(B : 5)) is transformed to T̄ = (ρ(A :
1)(B : 2)(A : 1)(B : 3)(A : 4)(B : 5)) using unnest(B) operation. We see that the number
of A element is increased in the transformed document. However, there is no loss of information
in the transformation. As the XID satisfaction requires that for every P-tuples, there must be a
R-tuple, there is no violation XID satisfaction for the transformed document.
In case of nest operation, the source tree T = (ρ(A : 1)(B : 2)(A : 1)(B : 3)(A : 4)(B : 5))
is transformed to T̄ = (ρ(A : 1)(B : 2)(B : 3)(A : 4)(B : 5)) using nest(B). We see that the
element A with the same values are nested with B elements. Thus there is no violation of XID
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satisfaction property for the transformed document. We note here that there is no transformation
of XID definition using both unnest and nest operations.
Preservation of XID using Expand and Collapse operation. The expand operator pushes
a structure with a new element for semantics. We showed the the transformations on XID using
expand operation in the previous section. Regardless of different transformation rules and options
in transforming XID, there is no change of either P-tuples or R-tuples in the document. The
transformed XID is satisfied by the the transformed document and thus XID is preserved.
In case of collapse, an element is deleted from the DTD and the document as well. Note
that there collapse operation is not applicable where the element is the root of the document and
β(e) = Str. After collapse, there is no change to P-tuples or R-tuples. The transformed XID is
satisfied by the transformed document and thus XID is preserved.

3.2. Preservation of XFK
We recall the definition of XFK z(Q, ({P1 , · · · , Pn } ⊆ {R1 , · · · , Rn })) satisfaction which
requires two things: (a) for every P-tuple, there must be a R-tuple under the selector node Q node
and (a) all the R-tuples are distinct under the selector node Q. The first requirement means the
XID satisfaction and the second requirement means the XML key satisfaction. We already showed
how XID is preserved for important transformation operations. Now we show XFK preservation
using the same transformation operators.
In XFK preservation, we need both the XID and the XML key preserved. In the previous subsection, we showed the XID preservation. The rename, nest, and collapse are XID preserving.
The XML key is also preserved using nest, collapse and rename operators because there is no
change of R-tuples under the selector nodes for path Q. Although unnest and expand operators
are XID preserving, but they are key preserving with some sufficient conditions. We now study
the XFK preservations with unnest and expand operations.
Preservation of XFK using U nN est and Expand operations. We already showed that the
unnest operation is XID preserving. In unnest operation, although the XID is preserved, but the
XML key is not preserved if some conditions are not satisfied. Thus XFK is also not preserved
using unnest operation if some conditions of key preservation are not satisfied. We illustrate the
condition using the following example.
The unnest operator spreads the hedge of the structure g1 to the hedges of the structure g2 .
For example, given β(e) = [A×B ×[C ×D]+ ]∗ and T = (e(A : 1)(B : 1)(C : 2)(D : 3)(C :
2)(D : 4)(A : 1)(B : 2)(C : 2)(D : 4)), the operator unnest(C ×D) spreads the hedge of the
structure A×B to the hedges of the structure C ×D and produces β1 (e) = [A×B ×[C ×D]]∗ and
T̄ = (e(A : 1)(B : 1)(C : 2)(D : 3)(A : 1)(B : 2)(C : 2)(D : 4)(A : 1)(B : 1)(C : 2)(D : 4)).
Consider the XML key k(Q, {R}). The unnest(g2 ) : [g1 ×g2+ ]+ → [g1 ×g2 ]+ operator is key
preserving if (a) g1 does not cross the selector Q, and (b) if g1 crosses R paths, g2 also crosses
some R paths. For example, in the above example, the key is k(e, {A, B}), then it is satisfied
by the document T because there are R-tuples ((A : 1)(B : 1)) and ((A : 1)(B : 2)) which are
distinct. But the after the unnest operation, the key is not satisfied by the document T̄ because
there are two R-tuples as ((A : 1)(B : 1)) which are vale equivalent in the document T̄ . Thus the
key is not preserved after unnest operation.
We showed that the expand operator is XID preserving. But expand operations is key preserving if some sufficient conditions are satisfied. Thus the expand operator is XFK preserving
if some sufficient conditions are satisfied.
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4. Conclusions
We studied the preservations of both XML inclusion dependency and XML foreign key. We
found that although inclusion dependency is preserved for transformation operations, but foreign
key is not preserved for some important transformation operations. We then identified sufficient
conditions for preservations. Our study on preserving referential integrity for XML is towards the
data integration in XML with integrity constraints.
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